AL-2161 LED PLATE REPLACEMENT:

1. DISCONNECT POWER AT THE CIRCUIT BREAKER.
2. Remove the wall lantern from the wall and disconnect its wires from the power supply wires.
3. Remove the CAGE SCREWS and separate the CAGE from the HOOD. (Fig. 11/12)

4. Remove the LED PLATE SCREWS and separate the LED PLATE from the HOOD. (Fig. 13/14)

5. Separate the LED DRIVER CONNECTOR from the PLATE CONNECTOR. Connect LED DRIVER CONNECTOR to NEW LED PLATE CONNECTOR. (Fig. 15)

6. Attach NEW LED PLATE onto the HOOD using the LED PLATE SCREWS. (Fig. 16)

9. Secure the CAGE onto the HOOD using the CAGE SCREWS. (Fig. 11/12)
10. Reconnect the fixture to the power supply wires and mount it back onto the wall.
11. RESTORE POWER AT THE CIRCUIT BREAKER.